May 16, 2017

Claudia Hanson, AICP
Planning Manager
City of Reno
1 East First Street, 2nd Floor
Reno, Nevada 89501
Re:

Adult Business Ordinance

Dear Claudia,
The purpose of this letter is to provide the City of Reno with my comments related to the proposed
adult business ordinance that will soon be heard by the City Council. Our firm, Rubicon Design
Group, operates from a professional office on California Avenue, directly across Forest Street from
an existing adult business (Wild Orchid). As such, we have taken interest in the proposed changes
and have reviewed the draft ordinance online.
On behalf of myself and Rubicon Design Group, I would like to lend my support to the proposed
changes and additions that are being proposed . I feel that the proposed changes will encourage
non-conforming adult business uses such as the Wild Orchid to relocate into conforming zoning
districts which are much better suited for adult businesses. We have operated our business on
California Avenue for over 8 years. During this time, we have witnessed numerous issues at the
adjoining adult business, many of which included the need for emergency services involvement.
The Midtown District has grown organically to include a variety of local business and services
which have helped to redevelop and gentrify the area. However, I view the current adult
businesses within the District as a major deterrent to further redevelopment of the area.
Midtown includes a diverse mix of residential opportunities, including many that attract families.
The proposed ordinance will serve to ultimately relocate non-conforming adult businesses to
locations that are not frequented by children, etc. and include the appropriate zoning.
Furthermore, limiting the use of digital signs for these uses serves to enhance our City. While it
is impossible to regulate sign content, the existing Wild Orchid sign at the corner of California
Avenue and Virginia Street is seen by thousands in our community every day and includes images
that are offensive to many in our community, not to mention inappropriate for young children.
In fact, our firm has had several clients visit from out of the area that have expressed their shock
and disbelief that such a sign could be permitted.
Cities across the country have enacted similar ordinances to regulate adult businesses. As
professional planners, Rubicon Design Group feels that the ordinance provides for sound planning
rationale and will serve to enhance our urban core and help to further revitalize areas such as
Midtown. The ordinance provides for clear alternatives for the non-conforming uses and provides
a mechanism for relocation to areas with proper zoning, etc.
100 California Avenue, Suite 202 • Reno, Nevada 89509
(775) 425-4800 • www.rubicondesigngroup.com

It would be greatly appreciated if you could include a copy of this letter in your staff report in
order to provide the City Council with our comments. Please do not hesitate to contact me at
(775) 425-4800 or mrailey@rubicondesigngroup .com should you have any questions or concerns.
Thank you for taking the time to consider our comments.

Sincerely,

~Lf-AM
Michael Railey
Partner
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Chandeni Sendall <sendallc@reno.gov>

Fwd: Proposed Adult Business Ordinances
1 message
Claudia Hanson <hansonc@reno.gov>
To: Chandeni Sendall <sendallc@reno.gov>

Wed, May 31, 2017at1 :19 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Chelsea Chicvara <chelsea@emrland.com>
Date: Wed, May 31, 2017 at 11 :55 AM
Subject: Proposed Adult Business Ordinances
To: Claudia Hanson <hansonc@reno.gov>

Dear Claudia,

The City of Reno is making extraordinary efforts in improving and developing both new and old
areas alike, and I fully support these efforts.

I applaud the City's revitalization of the 4th Street Corridor and support the City's determination to
make the area more business friendly. I believe the proposed changes to Titles 4, 5, 8 and 18 to
the Reno Municipal Code will have a positive impact not just in the 4th Street Corridor, but in all of
Reno.

I see value in this change and thus I am in support of the City's efforts to gentrify and improve our
city.

Kind regards,

Chelsea Chicvara

Claudia C. Hanson, AICP
Planning Manager
Community Development Department
775-334-2381

https://mail.google .com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=b40087c421&jsver=HFKfDbXmXEw.en.&view=pt&cat=Matter%2FAdult%20Businesses%2FPublic%20Com ...
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Chandeni Sendall <sendallc@reno.gov>

PROPOSED ADULT BUSINESS AMMENDMENTS
1 message
Erica Mirich <Erica@keeptahoeblue.org>
To: "sendallc@reno.gov" <sendallc@reno.gov>, "hansonc@reno.gov" <hansonc@reno.gov>

Sun, Jun 4, 2017 at 3:38 PM

Mrs. Sendall and Mrs. Hanson,
I just had the opportunity to read through the proposed adult business amendments and I cannot tell you how thrilled I
am to see these changes coming about! While I am an absolute proponent of free speech and the rights of consenting
adults to enjoy adult entertainment (though I am suspect of the treatment of the women working in these
establishments) I appreciate the City of Reno's efforts to encourage adult business out of redevelopment
zones/neighborhoods/tourist corridors. Reno is thriving not because of these businesses, and they hamper the
reputation of our city. In particular, I find the placement of the Wild Orchid to be particularly at issue. It is right in the
middle of connecting Midtown to Downtown and it fosters a seedy and non-family friendly environment.
These establishments are relics of Reno's gritty past, not beacons of our bright future!
Thanks for all you ar1e doing with this!
Best, Erica

PS- I am a proud Reno resident. ©

Erica Mirich, CFRE
Development Director
League to Save Lake Tahoe
2608 Lake Tahoe Boulevard
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150

P 530.541.5388 · C 530.448.3836 · F 530.541.5454
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - DO NOT FORWARD OR COPY: The contents of these communications and any attachments are intended solely for
the personal and confidential use of the recipient(s) named above. This communication is intended to be and to remain confidential. Unauthorized
interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are
not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.
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Chandeni Sendai! <sendallc@reno.gov>

Fwd: Proposed Ordinance changes
1 message
Claudia Hanson <hansonc@reno.gov>
To: Chandeni Sendall <sendallc@reno.gov>

Wed, Jun 7, 2017 at 4:54 PM

fyi
---------- Forwarded message ---------From : Josh Thieriot <josh@emrland.com>
Date: Fri, Jun 2, 2017 at 9:50 AM
Subject: Proposed Ordinance changes
To: "hansonc@reno.gov" <hansonc@reno.gov>

Dear Claudia-

As, a resident and local business owner, I understand and appreciate some of the challenges that come with new and
revised city ordinances, regulations, as well as enforcing ordinances that cover decades of change. Reno has once
again embarked on a period of rapid growth and I commend the city for keeping up and further supporting and harnessing
the momentum that has resulted in some great improvement to our city architecture and atmosphere. Although change is
not always easily incorporated or embraced, the change taking place will benefit us all in the near and long term future.

I have been, and will continue to be impacted by revisions to city ordinances as well as other city efforts such as the
pending 4th Street corridor improvement project, however, I see the value in such efforts. Thus, I am writing in support of
the proposed changes in Titles 4, 5, 8, and 18 of the Reno Municipal Code and feel these changes will provide positive
results for the city and its residents as the city continues to grow.

Josh

Josh P. Thieriot
o: 775-323-7447
m: 775-771-2726
e: Josh@EMRLand.com

Claudia C. Hanson, AICP
Planning Manager
Community Development Department
775-334-2381

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=b40087c421&jsver=HFKfDbXmXEw.en.&view=pt&cat=Matter%2FAdult%20Businesses%2FPublic%20Com. ..
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June 20, 2017

Mayor Schieve and the Reno City Council
City of Reno
1 E. First Street
Reno, Nevada 89501
Dear Mayor Schieve and Reno City Council Members:
On behalf of the Board of Trustees of the Economic Development Authority of Western Nevada
(EDA WN), I would like to offer my strong support for your efforts to update and modify the
Adult Business Ordinance.
As the lead economic development organization for the region I can offer insights and pass on
fOtnments we have received from companies considering rylocation to our region or individuals
that are considering investing in our community, especially our downtown. The general
feedback is mostly negative when it comes to adult business activities. The vibrancy of our
downtown and the incredible progress you and your staff have made to revitalize the river area,
mid-town and the downtown in general, has been side-tracked in part by our outdated policies
concerning adult businesses.
Every community I have visited seems to have established their downtown as a place for the
entire community, including women and families. To make most residents and visitors feel
comfortable, certain businesses have been prohibited from operating in the downtown and are set
up in areas that are nearby, but out of the core of the community. These areas are often referred
to as Red Light Districts. Those that are not comfortable in these areas stay away and the adult
business that some prefer, goes on without interfering with the vibrancy and welcoming activities
of the downtown.
We applaud your efforts to move our community along the path to becoming a true college town
with a vibrant, safe and inclusive downtown that can be enjoyed by all our residents, our college
students, families and our visitors.
We strongly support this ordinance change and encourage you to move as quickly as possible to
implementing the provisions of the change.

www.edawn.org

I 5190 Neil Road, Suite 110 I Reno, NV 89502 I (p) 775 .829.3700 or 800-256-9761 I (f) 775·829·3710
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Chandeni Sendall <sendallc@reno.gov>

Fwd: Support ordinance change
1 message
Claudia Hanson <hansonc@reno.gov>
To: Chandeni Sendall <sendallc@reno.gov>

Wed, Jun 21, 2017 at 1:37 PM

fyi
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Suzanne <sierrasuzy@charter.net>
Date : Wed, Jun 21, 2017 at 12:20 PM
Subject: Support ordinance change
To: hansonc@reno.gov

Good afternoon, Claudia
As a citizen of Reno that wants to see it's growth and build its reputation as a great place to visit and live, I support the
My out of state friends, family call Reno a seedy, run down place to
changes to the Adult Business Ordinance.
visit and they have no desire to come and spend money here because of the type of adult entertainment in various areas
of our town.
For our families living 1here, this is a dark business with employed women who have'abuse and addictions in their
lives .... .is this the type of business that builds health , well being for our community?
Please share my voice for making the much needed changes to this ordinance being voted upon tomorrow. Thank you,
Suzanne Robbins
7984 Zinfandel Dr
Reno NV 89506

Claudia C. Hanson, AICP
Planning Manager
Community Development Department
775-334-2381
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Chandeni Sendall <sendallc@reno.gov>

Fwd: New strip club ordinances
1 message
Claudia Hanson <hansonc@reno.gov>

Thu, Jun 22, 2017 at 8:05 AM

To: Chandeni Sendall <sendallc@reno.gov>
fyi
---------- Forwarded message---------From: Jennifer Lee <jleetahoe1@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Jun 21, 2017 at 7:40 PM
Subject: New strip club ordinances
To: Claudia Hanson <hansonc@reno.gov>

Claudia,
I am giving my wholehearted support to the new proposed ordinances of strip clubs. Having worked with Awaken, the
local anti-sex trafficking organization, for four years, I am so delighted to see this possibility. Let's do it! We are the New
Reno, friendly to families, students, and singles, and businesses that promote the well-being , not the degradation, of our
citizens. Thank yt>u!
Jennifer Lee

Claudia C. Hanson, AICP
Planning Manager
Community Development Department
775-334-2381

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=b40087c421&jsver=HFKfDbXmXEw.en.&view=pt&cat=Matter%2FAdult%20Businesses%2FPublic%20Com .. .
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Chandeni Sendall <sendallc@reno.gov>

Video submission for adult business ordinance
2 messages

Melissa Holland <mholland@awakenreno.org>
Wed, Jul 19, 2017 at 8:17 PM
To: Claudia Hanson <hansonc@reno.gov>, Chandeni Sendai! <sendallc@reno.gov>, Hillary Schieve <schieveh@reno.gov>,
Neoma Jardon <jardonn@reno.gov>, mckenziep@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov,
bobziend@reno.gov
Dear City Council,
Six years ago I started an anti-trafficking organization in Reno, called Awaken. Awaken helps victims of sex trafficking
and commercial sexual exploitation. As part of my job I have had been privileged to hear the stories of women and
children who have escaped from their traffickers and lives within the sex industry. Two of the women Awaken works with
would like to submit video testimony as evidence of support for the relocation of the adult entertainment businesses. Both
of these women once worked in these clubs and would like you to hear of their experiences. We all hope you will strongly
consider their stories as you continue in your process and choose to remove these clubs from the downtown area.
You will find both videos in this dropbox link:

•

•

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/t1112jr20z8b653/AAAnMIGw305TcqRC3_ v-b6CVa?dl=O
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Melissa Holland
Awaken
Communities united to end sex trafficking

The information contained in this E-mail and/or attachments may contain protected health, legally privileged , or otherwise confidential information intended only
for the use of the individual(s) named above. If you, the reader of this message, are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you may not further
disseminate, distribute, disclose, copy or forward this message or any of the content herein. If you have received this E-mail in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the original.
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Calli Wilsey <wilseyc@reno.gov>

Support for relocation of strip clubs
Roy Harris <eroyharris@sbcglobal.net>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 1:50 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
My name is Roy Harris, I'm a training coach with the Reno-based Grace Church Celebrate Recovery program. At CR we have groups
for men struggling with sexual integrity & also for women in relationship to a man struggling with sexual addiction. At CR we see firsthand the terrible effects of sex addictions to families and relationships, and I personally do not want our city to be a party to unhealthy &
degrading sexual enticement.
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Kind regards,
Roy Harris
Reno, NV
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=530390b1de&jsver=PX1Y7GgZjW4.en.&view=pt&msg=15d9a6a331c9957f&q=%22support%20for%20reloc…
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Calli Wilsey <wilseyc@reno.gov>

Support for relocation of strip clubs
Terri Makoutz <terri.makoutz@yahoo.com>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 8:38 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=530390b1de&jsver=PX1Y7GgZjW4.en.&view=pt&msg=15d9be115fbd0c9b&q=%22support%20for%20reloc…
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Calli Wilsey <wilseyc@reno.gov>

Support for relocation of strip clubs
Jen Robinson <jrobinson@awakenreno.org>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 6:12 PM
To: bobziend@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, duerrn@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov,
mckenziep@reno.gov, schieveh@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown
area. The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly
nude women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community. Even when compared with bars, evidence
has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014 reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest
evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the findings that show that compared with the most
closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and
drug offenses.” These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification
and commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada. My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a
positive change in order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who
visit our city. It’s time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Thank you,
-Jen Robinson
Youth Intervention Director, Awaken
The information contained in this E-mail and/or attachments may contain protected health, legally privileged, or otherwise confidential
information intended only for the use of the individual(s) named above. If you, the reader of this message, are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that you may not further disseminate, distribute, disclose, copy or forward this message or any of the content
herein. If you have received this E-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=530390b1de&jsver=PX1Y7GgZjW4.en.&view=pt&msg=15d9b5a471855f62&q=%22support%20for%20reloc…
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Calli Wilsey <wilseyc@reno.gov>

Support for relocation of strip clubs
Gerard Audet <graudet@gmail.com>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 6:10 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Gerard Audet
A Reno resident for 17 years.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=530390b1de&jsver=PX1Y7GgZjW4.en.&view=pt&msg=15d9b583ff303521&q=%22support%20for%20reloca… 1/1
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Calli Wilsey <wilseyc@reno.gov>

Support for relocation of strip clubs
Karen Konegen <karenkonegen@yahoo.com>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 4:08 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=530390b1de&jsver=PX1Y7GgZjW4.en.&view=pt&msg=15d9ae8de6e61767&q=%22support%20for%20relo…
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Calli Wilsey <wilseyc@reno.gov>

Support for relocation of strip clubs
Deanna Logoteta <deelevine03@live.com>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 3:25 PM
To: "schieveh@reno.gov" <schieveh@reno.gov>, "jardonn@reno.gov" <jardonn@reno.gov>, "mckenziep@reno.gov"
<mckenziep@reno.gov>, "sendallc@reno.gov" <sendallc@reno.gov>, "delgadoo@reno.gov" <delgadoo@reno.gov>, "hansonc@reno.gov"
<hansonc@reno.gov>, "duerrn@reno.gov" <duerrn@reno.gov>, "brekhusj@reno.gov" <brekhusj@reno.gov>, "bobziend@reno.gov"
<bobziend@reno.gov>, "wilseyc@reno.gov" <wilseyc@reno.gov>
Dear Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Thank you,
Deanna Logoteta

Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S7.
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Kristin Busse <krisjo1@yahoo.com>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 2:34 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Wayne Holland <hollandtheflea@yahoo.com>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 2:17 PM
To: Hillary Schieve <schieveh@reno.gov>, Neoma Jardon <jardonn@reno.gov>, "mckenziep@reno.gov" <mckenziep@reno.gov>,
Chandeni Sendall <sendallc@reno.gov>, "delgadoo@reno.gov" <delgadoo@reno.gov>, Claudia Hanson <hansonc@reno.gov>,
"duerrn@reno.gov" <duerrn@reno.gov>, "brekhusj@reno.gov" <brekhusj@reno.gov>, "bobziend@reno.gov" <bobziend@reno.gov>,
"wilseyc@reno.gov" <wilseyc@reno.gov>

Members of the City Council, I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code
changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area. The downtown area has seen many recent
positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude women on
electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community. Even when compared with bars,
evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014 reported
the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is
seen in the findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a
100 percent higher total crime rate…especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.” These
businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification
and commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase
in drug use, shootings, prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult
businesses are harmless, and can be, they often lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable
women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking risk. In 2015 National Human
Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada. My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been
experiencing and fostering a positive change in order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe
place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s time to shed the ugly perception of
the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Stephanie Sherman <ssherman@awakenreno.org>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 2:16 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Thanks so much,
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Misty Moss <mistym@scf.net>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 1:02 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Thank you,
William and Misty Moss
9870 Cedar River Crt
Reno, NV 89506
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Sandy Foster <sandyf@scf.net>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 12:48 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Patti <padday@yahoo.com>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 12:48 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my iPad
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Suzanne <helmer.suzanne@gmail.com>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 1:53 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Catherine Leon <cleon@awakenreno.org>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 12:21 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Catherine Leon
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Kristin Busse <krisjo1@gmail.com>
Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 2:34 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Chris Busse <busse.chris@gmail.com>
Tue, Aug 1, 2017 at 6:50 AM
To: bobziend@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, duerrn@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov,
mckenziep@reno.gov, schieveh@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council, I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult
businesses in the downtown area. The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses
showing half naked to nearly nude women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community. Even when
compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014 reported the
following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the findings that show
that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…especially…
aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.” These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community.
Included in those are objectification and commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an
increase in drug use, shootings, prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are
harmless, and can be, they often lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading
to exploitation and trafficking risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently
listed as a top venue for human trafficking in Nevada. My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has
been experiencing and fostering a positive change in order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community
members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all
in Reno.
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Katie Patterson <katiepatterson07@gmail.com>
Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 8:13 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my iPhone
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
BRUCE FOSTER <grtdad53@sbcglobal.net>
Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 7:41 AM
Reply-To: BRUCE FOSTER <grtdad53@sbcglobal.net>
To: "schieveh@reno.gov" <schieveh@reno.gov>, "jardonn@reno.gov" <jardonn@reno.gov>, "mckenziep@reno.gov"
<mckenziep@reno.gov>, "sendallc@reno.gov" <sendallc@reno.gov>, "delgadoo@reno.gov" <delgadoo@reno.gov>, "hansonc@reno.gov"
<hansonc@reno.gov>, "duerrn@reno.gov" <duerrn@reno.gov>, "brekhusj@reno.gov" <brekhusj@reno.gov>, "bobziend@reno.gov"
<bobziend@reno.gov>, "wilseyc@reno.gov" <wilseyc@reno.gov>
Hello;
Members of the City Council, I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult
businesses in the downtown area. The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses
showing half naked to nearly nude women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community. Even when
compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014 reported the
following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the findings that show
that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…especially…
aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.” These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community.
Included in those are objectification and commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an
increase in drug use, shootings, prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are
harmless, and can be, they often lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading
to exploitation and trafficking risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently
listed as a top venue for human trafficking in Nevada. My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has
been experiencing and fostering a positive change in order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community
members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all
in Reno.
Bruce R. Foster
Sparks, NV 89436
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Jenny Espeland <jenesp3@yahoo.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 9:19 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my iPhone
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Tim Matteson <hopecityreno@gmail.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 5:45 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my iPhone
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Denise Hachquet <Denihachquet@aol.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 5:14 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my iPhone
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Brady Iubelt <iubeltb@gmail.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 9:34 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Mark Sutton <msutton5355@yahoo.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 8:43 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Mark Sutton
775 750-3114
Sent from my iPhone
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Linda Whitaker <lindawhitaker712@gmail.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 8:43 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my iPhone
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Samantha Jo Wolcott <SJWolcott@yahoo.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 8:59 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
-Samantha Wolcott
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Jerry <jerrykcenter@charter.net>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 9:09 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my iPhone
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Christine Turner <christyturner@icloud.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 9:30 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Thank you for your time,
Christy Turner
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Christie Mumm <christie@jlmcreative.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 9:44 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Thank You,
Christie Mumm
JLM Creative Photography
www.jlmcreative.com
775-544-4144
sent from my iPhone
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Laurie Perez <lperez@rcfnv.org>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 10:00 AM
To: "schieveh@reno.gov" <schieveh@reno.gov>, "jardonn@reno.gov" <jardonn@reno.gov>, "mckenziep@reno.gov"
<mckenziep@reno.gov>, "sendallc@reno.gov" <sendallc@reno.gov>, "delgadoo@reno.gov" <delgadoo@reno.gov>, "hansonc@reno.gov"
<hansonc@reno.gov>, "duerrn@reno.gov" <duerrn@reno.gov>, "brekhusj@reno.gov" <brekhusj@reno.gov>, "bobziend@reno.gov"
<bobziend@reno.gov>, "wilseyc@reno.gov" <wilseyc@reno.gov>
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sincerely,
Laurie Perez
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Betty Bishop <bettyb3857@att.net>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 10:45 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sincerely,
Betty Bishop
Sent from my iPhone
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Angelo Austria <analizaa21@icloud.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 2:36 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Angelo Austria
Lead Pastor
New Life Christian Center
Executive Director
Life Changing Community Outreach
Church Physical Address: 601 Spokane St. Reno, NV. 89512
Mailing Address: PO BOX 7805
Reno, NV. 89510
775 823 9953
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
norma jones <zenawarriorprincess7@gmail.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 10:54 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my iPhone.
Norma Jean
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
nomtwords@gmail.com <nomtwords@gmail.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 12:51 PM
To: "schieveh@reno.gov" <schieveh@reno.gov>, "jardonn@reno.gov" <jardonn@reno.gov>, "mckenziep@reno.gov"
<mckenziep@reno.gov>, "sendallc@reno.gov" <sendallc@reno.gov>, "delgadoo@reno.gov" <delgadoo@reno.gov>, "hansonc@reno.gov"
<hansonc@reno.gov>, "duerrn@reno.gov" <duerrn@reno.gov>, "brekhusj@reno.gov" <brekhusj@reno.gov>, "bobziend@reno.gov"
<bobziend@reno.gov>, "wilseyc@reno.gov" <wilseyc@reno.gov>

Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown
area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly
nude women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime
rate…especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for
human trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE device
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Support for Relocation of Adult Businesses
NEWMAN, VICKI (VickiNewman) <VickiNewman@chevron.com>
Thu, Aug 3, 2017 at 9:32 AM
To: "schieveh@reno.gov" <schieveh@reno.gov>, "jardonn@reno.gov" <jardonn@reno.gov>, "mckenziep@reno.gov"
<mckenziep@reno.gov>, "sendallc@reno.gov" <sendallc@reno.gov>, "delgadoo@reno.gov" <delgadoo@reno.gov>, "hansonc@reno.gov"
<hansonc@reno.gov>, "duerrn@reno.gov" <duerrn@reno.gov>, "brekhusj@reno.gov" <brekhusj@reno.gov>, "bobziend@reno.gov"
<bobziend@reno.gov>, "wilseyc@reno.gov" <wilseyc@reno.gov>

Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown
area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years.
Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the
community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates.
The Security Journal in 2014 reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented
Businesses is seen in the findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100
percent higher total crime rate…especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community.
Included in those are objectification and commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption.
Also, an increase in drug use, shootings, prostitution, and violence against women.
Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, they often lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for
vulnerable women and children.
Please vote for city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
Thank you,
Vicki Newman
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Jenny Kester <whimsyboobaby@sbcglobal.net>
Fri, Aug 4, 2017 at 3:11 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my iPhone
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Jimetta Mayne <jimettamayne@gmail.com>
Fri, Aug 4, 2017 at 1:22 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Thank you for this consideration,
J.L. Mayne
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Mandie Flynn <vballstunna22@yahoo.com>
Fri, Aug 4, 2017 at 8:10 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
-Mandie Flynn
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I Support the relocation of strip clubs
Jessica Mapa <jessicamapa@gmail.com>
Sat, Aug 5, 2017 at 3:00 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
To the Members of the City Council,
I am in agreement with so many in our community that the adult businesses are not good for our city. I am writing in support of, and
asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
I grew up in Reno and sadly the scene of strip clubs and billboards displaying mostly naked women in sensual poses seemed "normal".
It wasn't until I moved away from Reno for my husband to attend Grad School that I realized how numb I had become to those images.
My first summer coming back to visit home I stepped off the airplane and was bombarded with those images in advertisements. I had
never thought of Reno as a sleazy place before. It was home. But those images shocked me and I was embarrassed for my city.
Embarrassed that we think it's OK to treat women that way or display women as a commodity. Embarrassed that those businesses
make us sleazy. I do not want my daughter to grow up numb to those images. I do not want my home city to be known as sleazy. I do
not want women to be treated as commodities.
I agree with Awaken INC that, "The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses
showing half naked to nearly nude women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community. "
And I also agree with them when they state, "These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included
in those are objectification and commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase
in drug use, shootings, prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless,
and can be, they often lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to
exploitation and trafficking risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed
as a top venue for human trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno. "

Thank you,
Jessica Mapa
A mostly proud-to-be Renoite
Sent from my iPhone
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Deidra Frounfelker <dfrounfelker1@icloud.com>
Sat, Aug 5, 2017 at 8:27 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
I am a Sparks resident but my children & grandchildren live, work & go to school in Reno. I am so pleased with the positive changes I
see downtown & desire a safe community free from the exploitation of women and children. Please support and vote for the up coming
city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
Sincerely,
Deidra Frounfelker
Sent from my iPad
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
James Cox <jimacox@sbcglobal.net>
Sat, Aug 5, 2017 at 7:50 AM
Reply-To: James Cox <jimacox@sbcglobal.net>
To: "schieveh@reno.gov" <schieveh@reno.gov>, "jardonn@reno.gov" <jardonn@reno.gov>, "mckenziep@reno.gov"
<mckenziep@reno.gov>, "sendallc@reno.gov" <sendallc@reno.gov>, "delgadoo@reno.gov" <delgadoo@reno.gov>, "hansonc@reno.gov"
<hansonc@reno.gov>, "duerrn@reno.gov" <duerrn@reno.gov>, "brekhusj@reno.gov" <brekhusj@reno.gov>, "bobziend@reno.gov"
<bobziend@reno.gov>, "wilseyc@reno.gov" <wilseyc@reno.gov>
My wife and I are 40+ year residents of northwest Reno. We vote every election. With everything that the area is trying to do to
reinforce the positives of Reno, Sparks, Tahoe, etc, it falls on its' face when it comes to getting rid of the negatives. Stop being "Vegas
light"-focus on the positives and get rid of the billboards, signs, taxi hats, etc. that promote nudity, sex, etc. The businesses don't need
to be in the downtown area specifically. Keep fighting-look how long the Kings Inn sat vacant and was a blight that nobody wanted.
Thank you for your time and we look forward to progress on these and other issues.
Jim and Sonja Cox
1915 Peavine Road
Reno, NV 89503
Members of the City Council, I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult
businesses in the downtown area. The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses
showing half naked to nearly nude women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community. Even when
compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014 reported the
following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the findings that show
that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…especially…
aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.” These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community.
Included in those are objectification and commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an
increase in drug use, shootings, prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are
harmless, and can be, they often lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading
to exploitation and trafficking risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently
listed as a top venue for human trafficking in Nevada. My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has
been experiencing and fostering a positive change in order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community
members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all
in Reno.
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
M. Cox <mlcoxreno@gmail.com>
Sat, Aug 5, 2017 at 1:41 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sincerely,
Michael Lee Cox
Reno, NV resident since 1987
p: (775) 233-8438
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Kristie Calder <kristie.acts2024@gmail.com>
Sun, Aug 6, 2017 at 3:14 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
~Kristie
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Nando Ramos <nandonator39@gmail.com>
Mon, Aug 7, 2017 at 10:17 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Sent from my iPhone
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
sherrie Fred <fred.sherrie@gmail.com>
Mon, Aug 7, 2017 at 8:30 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Pam Korgan <pamk@syncreno.org>
Tue, Aug 8, 2017 at 10:21 PM
To: "schieveh@reno.gov" <schieveh@reno.gov>, "jardonn@reno.gov" <jardonn@reno.gov>, "mckenziep@reno.gov"
<mckenziep@reno.gov>, "sendallc@reno.gov" <sendallc@reno.gov>, "delgadoo@reno.gov" <delgadoo@reno.gov>, "hansonc@reno.gov"
<hansonc@reno.gov>, "duerrn@reno.gov" <duerrn@reno.gov>, "brekhusj@reno.gov" <brekhusj@reno.gov>, "bobziend@reno.gov"
<bobziend@reno.gov>, "wilseyc@reno.gov" <wilseyc@reno.gov>
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
In addition, while we cannot legislate morality, we can remove the allure of negative influence. By accentuating the positive aspects of
our city, it will become known for its recreation and beauty. Marketing adult businesses, displayed in the sight of all ages desensitizes,
especially the young to promiscuity. Therefore, I urge you to vote for the city code changes.
Respectfully,
Pam Korgan
Director, SYNC
Nevada Rep, Stonecroft
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Darla Rose <wrrdar@sbcglobal.net>
Thu, Aug 10, 2017 at 7:53 PM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Darla Bryant Rose
Sent from my iPad
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
Angele Navares <angele.navares@yahoo.com>
Sat, Aug 12, 2017 at 9:09 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.
Thank you for your service to our community,
Angele Navares
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Support for relocation of strip clubs
tonya.campanile90 <tonya.campanile90@gmail.com>
Sat, Aug 12, 2017 at 12:35 AM
To: schieveh@reno.gov, jardonn@reno.gov, mckenziep@reno.gov, sendallc@reno.gov, delgadoo@reno.gov, hansonc@reno.gov,
duerrn@reno.gov, brekhusj@reno.gov, bobziend@reno.gov, wilseyc@reno.gov
Members of the City Council,
I am writing in support of, and asking you to vote for, the upcoming city code changes regarding adult businesses in the downtown area.
The downtown area has seen many recent positive changes in the past few years. Adult businesses showing half naked to nearly nude
women on electronic billboards do not reflect the positive changes in the community.
Even when compared with bars, evidence has shown that strip clubs have above-average crime rates. The Security Journal in 2014
reported the following: “Perhaps the strongest evidence of the criminogenic nature of Sexually Oriented Businesses is seen in the
findings that show that compared with the most closely located ‘regular’ bar, strip clubs exhibit a 100 percent higher total crime rate…
especially…aggravated assaults, robberies and drug offenses.”
These businesses also perpetuate negative secondary effects to our community. Included in those are objectification and
commodification of women and “girls, girls, girls” as pleasure centers for consumption. Also, an increase in drug use, shootings,
prostitution, and violence against women. Unfortunately, while some feel that adult businesses are harmless, and can be, they often
lead down a slippery slope of exploitation for vulnerable women and children in the community, leading to exploitation and trafficking
risk. In 2015 National Human Trafficking Resource Center data showed that strip clubs are frequently listed as a top venue for human
trafficking in Nevada.
My goal in voicing my support is to continue the positive growth that Reno has been experiencing and fostering a positive change in
order to make Reno feel like a warm, welcoming, and safe place for all community members as well as tourists who visit our city. It’s
time to shed the ugly perception of the past and develop a new and bright future for all in Reno.

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
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